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United States of America   –   It can now be reported that 
occupant George W. Bushfraud and French President 
Nicolas Sarkozy will meet today in Camp David, Maryland 
to discuss the status of the world banking crisis along with 
the trillion of dollars worth of outstanding derivatives tied 
to both Deutsche Bank and J.P. Morgan Chase. 

 
French Finance Minister Christine LaGarde (R), 

Bushfraud and Hank Paulson, U.S. Treasury Secretary (L) 
REUTERS/Jonathan Ernst  
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This meeting is crucial, folks, since we can now divulge 
that French Finance Minister Christine LaGarde warned the 
Bushfraud Administration and U.S. Treasury Secretary not 
to allow the investment bank Lehman Brothers to go 
bankrupt, since Lehman Brothers had the records and 
legally enacted national security directives to implement 
the noted Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols, which 
would have helped reimburse U.S.-French and Chinese 
Treasuries whose funds have been embezzled by the 
British-controlled J. P. Morgan Chase. 
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At this hour, the perpetrators of this J. P. Morgan Chase 
fraud, which includes the Bush-Clinton Crime Family 
Syndicate, wish to hide the J. P. Morgan-Deutsche Bank 
criminal derivatives in various offshore intelligence agency 
controlled proprietary accounts located in south Asia, i.e. 
Singapore and the Cayman Islands. 

The noted Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate British-
controlled Sherwood Investments and the Chinese 
Intelligence money laundry Hampton Lampoon are two 
accounts, which the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 
want to use to hide the criminal derivatives, which of 
course, represent the THEFT of the U.S. TREASURY and the 
direct violation of a Virginia National Security Court order 
to implement the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols. 

As of this hour, French President Nicolas Sarkozy, along 
with French Finance Minister Christine LaGarde, have told 
Bushfraud that they will not participate in this financial 
TREASON that will be directed against the American 
People. 

Reference:  Folks, I can divulge to you that this reporter, who is 
bringing you these intelligence briefings, has been made a target for 
assassination by RED Chinese Intelligence officers currently illegally 
stationed on American soil. 

The Communist Chinese assassins are being directed for use against 
not only myself, but other patriotic Americans by the head of the 
RED Chinese Secret Police on American soil in Seattle, Washington 
named Francis K. Fong. 



 
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate TRAITOR Bill Clinton with Francis 

K. Fong, head of the RED Chinese Secret Police on American Soil 
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U.S. and international agents to monitor e-vote satellite activity 
during election 

By Tom Flocco 

…U.S. intelligence authority Thomas Heneghan said Francis K. 
Fong, head of Red Chinese secret police in North America, 
helped coordinate the theft of the U.S. Presidential elections in 
Florida, Tennessee and West Virginia in 2000 using covertly 
transferred Westar satellite systems. 

…”Fong is a liaison to Russian FSB in Seattle, some of whose 
operatives were recently flown into Seattle from Canada under 
the command and control of “U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security Director Michael Chertoff who is also a deep-cover 
Israeli intelligence agent and 9/11 Urban Moving Systems co-
conspirator during and after the September 11 attacks,” said 
Heneghan.  

…“Fong is also linked to the Bush-Clinton crime syndicate with 
direct ties to Wang Jun, former Clinton administration fund 
raiser and arms dealer, but also owner of an American steel 
company, a Chinese-owned company still represented by 
former Republican Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr,” he 
said… 

FULL STORY 
http://www.tomflocco.com/fs/ElectionSatelliteActivity.htm 
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AND NOW IT GETS WORSE! 

 

  
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate conspirator 

LOSER Hillary and compromised Obama 
top center pic: AFP/Getty Images 
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Three weeks ago in Washington, D. C. a SECRET meeting 
occurred between Democratic presidential nominee Barack 
Obama and his former opponent in the Democratic 
primary, unelectable LOSER and lesbian in-the-closet 
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton. 

At this meeting Obama agreed that he would NOT 
prosecute the Clintons or the Bushes [for their massive 
HIGH treason] should he become president of the United 
States. 
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Obama agreed to continue the cover up of a secret 1997 
Department of Justice settlement with Bush-Clinton Crime 
Family Syndicate bagman Leonard Millman. 

The late Leonard Millman agreed to pay a $18 million fine 
in a case of massive THEFT of funds from the U.S. Treasury 
involving the criminally compromised former Federal 
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, Jackson Stephens Inc., 
an Arkansas corporation, the previously mentioned J. P. 
Morgan Chase and the Neil Bush operated Silverado 
Savings and Loan out of Denver, Colorado. 

Millman, along with noted Bush-Clinton Crime Family 
Syndicate fixer Marc Rich, helped remove BILLIONS of 
dollars from the U. S. Treasury and helped transfer the 
funds into secret illegally-based offshore trust accounts, 
which were for the personal use of the Bushes and the 
Clintons. 
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The settlement is now being looked at by various Department of 
Justice officials as a criminal act of Obstruction of Justice with the 
major suspect being former Clinton Administration Assistant 
Attorney General Jamie Gorelick. 

Jamie Gorelick’s continuous criminality against the American People: 
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As a 9/11 Commission member, TRAITOR Jamie 
Gorelick covered up and kept from the American 
People the documented evidence of TREASON that 
non-inaugurated, duly elected President Albert Gore 
Jr. submitted to the 9/11 Commission detailing the 
9/11 BLACK OP attacks on America 
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Reference the secret Bush-King Juan Carlos “Malaga” 
account in Madrid, Spain, the secret Bush-Queen of 
England “Coots” bank account in London, and the noted 
“Queen Melusina” Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton account in 
the Cayman Islands. 
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It should be noted that current Republican Congressman 
Dan Burton of Indiana has known about this TREASON for 
years and has been silenced on fear of assassination. 

P.S.  Do NOT believe any media polls showing Obama with a substantial lead 
over his opponent John McCain given the fact that Obama purchased these 
polls when he agreed to become a Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 
puppet. 

McCain, who is no saint, and a Keating Five bank dick, is not trusted at this 
time by the ruling elite since statutes of limitation have run their course on 
the Keating Five crimes of the 1980s. 

 
Barack Obama had long-standing closet homosexual relationship 

with Reverend Jeremiah Wright 
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Obama now becomes a useful tool since the criminal elite, aka the Bush-
Clinton Crime Family Syndicate, can blackmail Obama on his use of narcotics 
and a long-standing closet homosexual relationship with his former pastor, 
the Reverend Jeremiah Wright. 
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Reference: This story was originally reported by noted right wing Bush-
Clinton Crime Family Syndicate mouthpiece Sean Hannity on his ABC radio 
talk show. 

Suddenly this story has never again been mentioned. 

Remember folks, Obama is not an Arab.  His mother is Jewish and he clearly 
is now the best hope of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate’s effort to 
escape prosecution and prison. 

McCain may have sealed his own fate with the extortion-friendly media elite 
when he recently made remarks alleging the J.F.K. assassination was an 
intervention by foreign intelligence agencies. 

McCain did not mention the Israeli Mossad but it is interesting folks that 
McCain’s ‘handler’, ratfink and KHAZARIAN Jew Joe Lieberman has no longer 
been seen with McCain at his campaign rallies. 

Final note:  I still maintain that an election may not come off as planned 
given the 3rd and 4th waves of this financial crisis are about to continue 
starting this Monday. 



However, if there is an election, I will urge all of my fellow American 
patriots that the only worthwhile individual to vote for is Libertarian 
candidate Bob Barr, former Republican of Georgia. 
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Barr, a close friend of duly elected President Albert Gore Jr., is  

AGAINST: 

the ILLEGAL war in Iraq,  
the criminally compromised Federal Reserve system, 
the ILLEGAL spying on the American People, 
and has always been against the murder of the unborn child, 
i.e. the hideous late term abortion procedure 

and FAVORS: 

a flat tax and elimination of the IRS 

A vote for Obama or even McCain is a useless vote since it is a vote to 
continue the rule of the treasonous criminal conspirators and New World 
Order thugs that have looted the U.S. Treasury, wrecked the United States of 
America and turned it into a third world nation with no real economy, no 
financial foundation and destroyed our Constitutional “Rule of Law”. 

Remember McCain supports the ILLEGAL war in Iraq and Obama now favors 
the continuation of the Patriot Act and their ILLEGAL, UN-Constitutional 
spying on the American People 
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On Sept. 17, 1787, the U.S. Constitution, that we call the Supreme Law of 
the Land, was signed by thirty-nine brave men who changed the course of 
history. 

Bob Barr Criticizes Congress for Capitulating on Constitution by 
Approving FISA Amendments 
http://www.bobbarr2008.com/press/press-releases/51/bob-barr-criticizes-congress-
for-capitulating-on-constitution-by-approving-fisa-amendments/ 

The Constitution as a Limit on Executive Power 
By Bob Barr 
Testimony before the House Judiciary Committee, July 5, 2008 
http://www.tenthamendmentcenter.com/2008/07/25/the-constitution-as-a-limit-on-
executive-power/ 

Watch: Bob Barr on the Constitution 
Sep 18, 2008 ... Libertarian Presidential Nominee Bob Barr weighs in 
on John McCain and Barack Obama's impact on the Constitution. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjjwsLdn4DQ 
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Let’s start a groundswell for Bob Barr now – he is the ONLY hope we 
have should there be an actual election, which I maintain is still 
doubtful. 



HISTORIC REMINDER OF CLOSED BANKS 

 
Policeman guards a closed bank  
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Americans demanding return of their own money  
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